Sea COMMAND

Navigation Combat System

Unique seeker properties and
manoeuvrability help defend against
threats on land and at sea

The customer focused partnership of Sea Cross Marine and KONGSBERG
provides leading edge capabilities for the navigator. By combining SeaCross
with Sea PROTECTOR, the navigator gains improved situational awareness,
day and night vision and immediate slew to cue engagement when necessary.
The result is safe navigation and combat support optimized for the demanding
tasks of modern Combat Craft.

Features Sea COMMAND
- Optimized for high speed
operations
- Multi-function operator positions
- Distributed sensor videos
- Task oriented HCI

SeaCross is today delivering its navigation systems to naval patrol and intercepting boats, coast guard boats, police and rescue boats where there is a demand for a
system that is easy to use. The system is fulfilling the highest demands for position
and course updates as close to real time as it is possible from the existing technical
limitations in the GPS system.

Sea PROTECTOR

Sea PROTECTOR is a fully stabilized remotely controlled weapon station for
small caliber weapons and missiles.
The sensor package includes Color Day Camera, Thermal Night Camera (IR) and
Laser Range Finder allowing day and night operations.
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Sea COMMAND combines the optimized
performance of SeaCross for high speed craft, with
KONGSBERG’s well proven combat system functions and
world leading RWS. Low Latency video distribution and safe,
network based weapon control provide true multi-function HCI for all
operator positions, giving reduced crew and improved payload for small craft.
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